
Short Descrip-on 

If you're looking for aggressive leads that will cause people to go nuts on the dancefloor or heavy 
bass sounds that hit people right in the chest, then Spire Trance Essen-als Volume 2 is the perfect 
sound set for you. Produced in collabora-on with the talented sound designer John Glenn Kunkel, 
this sound set contains 128 presets made exclusively for trance enthusiasts. You'll find nothing else 
out there like it. 

Long Descrip-on 

Produced in collabora-on with talented sound designer John Glenn Kunkel (The New Division), we 
are proud to present Spire Trance Essen-als Volume 2. 

With 128 quality made presets, Spire Trance Essen-als Volume 2 is the perfect addi-on to your 
produc-on library. You’ll find a range of iconic leads and plucks from popular upliTing trance tracks, 
as well as a collec-on of rolling basses, warm pads, and tech-trance influenced sounds similar to 
those used by Daniel Kandi, Ul-mate, Sean Tyas, Simon PaWerson, James Dymond, Sneijder, Simon 
O’Shine, and many others. 

While most of our sound sets are geared towards trance, this one stands out among the rest due to 
how focused it is. Whether you’re looking for the classical trance sounds of the 90’s and early 2000’s, 
or more modern upliTing sounds, then you’ll find them in this sound set. 

What’s Included? 

7 ARP presets. 

31 BASS presets. 

28 LEAD presets. 

26 PAD presets. 

36 PLUCK presets. 

Ar-s-c Influence 

Adam Szabo, Dave Parkinson, Ul-mate, Sean Tyas, Simon PaWerson, James Dymond, Sneijder, Simon 
O’Shine, John O’Callaghan, Eddie Bitar, and many others. 

Record Label Influences 



Vandit, Subculture, FSOE, Amsterdam Trance Records, A State of Trance, Enhanced Music, Monster 
Tunes, Damaged Records, Blue Soho, and many others. 

Sound Set Proper-es 

100% royalty free. 

128 named presets, sorted into well-defined categories. 

All presets are rooted (C3) and volume normalized. 

Chart and club proven Spire presets - ready to play. 

Road tested by the leading producers in the industry. 

Careful FX usage for a straight-out-the-box useable sound. 

In short, the way a sound set should be! 

Product Compa-bility 

This product requires Reveal Sound Spire Synthesizer version 1.0.1 or upwards to func-on correctly. 
There is no guarantee that they will work with older versions. This version is currently stable and 
available for MicrosoT Windows XP/7/8 and Apple OS X Mavericks in both 32 and 64 bit variants. 

NOTE: Refunds will not be given for customers who do not meet this minimum requirement. 

Product Explana-on 

This product contains synthesizer presets and associated MIDI files for educa-onal purposes. Presets 
do not contain sampled audio (melodic or otherwise) but rather ‘data’ (synthesizer programs) that 
can be loaded using the popular Reveal Sound Spire Synthesizer soTware synthesizer. A collec-on of 
presets is collec-vely referred to as a bank. 

Other common terms for this type of product are: Spire Presets, Spire Soundbank, Spire Patches, 
Spire Soundset, VST Presets and VST Bank. 

Technical Specifica-on 

Format(s): SBF, FLP, MP3 



Type: Presets/Patches 

Number of Presets: 128 

Product Series: Trance Essen-als 

This product is available for download instantly aTer purchase. 

Disclaimer 

All melodies used in the demonstra-on files are copyrighted to the respec-ve owners. All the MIDI 
data and sequences are strictly for educa-onal purposes only, and not to be abused in any way. If 
you purchase an item containing FL Studio, Ableton Live, Apple Logic, Steinberg Cubase Project File(s) 
and/or associated MIDI files you are agreeing to these terms. 

The FL Studio (.flp) files are for FL Studio 11.1 and above. It is not guaranteed that they will work with 
older versions. 

The Ableton Live (.als) project files are for Ableton Live 9.1.4 and above. It is not guaranteed that 
they will work with older versions. 

The Apple Logic (.logic) project files are for Apple Logic Pro X and above. It is not guaranteed that 
they will work with older versions. 

The Steinberg Cubase (.cpr) project files are for Steinberg Cubase 7.5 and above. It is not guaranteed 
that they will work with older versions. 

The sound set requires Reveal Sound Spire Synthesizer version 1.0.18 or upwards to func-on 
correctly. There is no guarantee that they will work with older versions. 

The product images are for illustra-ve purposes only and no physical product will be shipped when 
an item is purchased. All products are delivered as digitally downloadable files.


